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Abstract. This paper presents the development of a tool which is capable of
compute several projections of a polyhedral scene from a single axonometric or
perspective projection. This projection is hand-drawn and may be incomplete.
This sketch can be rotated with a kind of trackball and the tool computes in realtime new projections. In that way the designer can choose another view from
which he is able to control and complete the sketch and carry on designing. So
this tool can be useful for exploring architectural forms in the early phases of the
design process. Unlike others freehand sketching interfaces, the system does not
operate any reconstruction in 3D. Everything is computed in a 2D world.
Keywords: Architectural Design; Sketching; Projective Geometry; Duality; 3D
Reconstruction.
Introduction
Despite the growing use of CAD tools in architectural
design, architects still prefer pencil and paper during preliminary stages of design. The interfaces of
CAD tools seem to disturb the designer flow of ideas
and interfere with creativity. Consequently many
researches has been conducted in order to develop
tools capable of interpret freehand sketches and reconstruct a 3D model.
For example, Lipson and Shpitalni (1996) developed a system which reconstructs a 3D model of a
polyhedron from a single hand-sketched axonometric projection. The systems tries to find geometrical
relationships between entities in the drawing (parallelism, verticality, orthogonality etc.) assuming that
the same regularities are present in the 3D object.
3D reconstruction from a single perspective

projection is a more difficult problem. Sosnov, and
al. (2002) proposed a method founded on a geometrical constraint engine. The engine computes a
3D model from a set of constraints that defines geometrical relationships (i.e. planarity, incidence, parallelism, and orthogonality) between lines and cycles
of lines representing edges and faces in a sketch. In
a precedent eCAADE conference, we showed that
such a projective constraints engine can be useful
if it is possible to automatically provide it with geometric constraints deduced from the sketch (Guéna
and Untersteller, 2006). From theorems of projective
geometry a system can correct the sketch and deduce a part of those geometric constraints but the
imprecision of such drawings and the ambiguity in
interpretation of projections lead to very difficult
problems. This consideration has led us to explore
other ways of research.
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The usefulness of an interface founded on freehand sketching and 3D reconstruction is that, once a
3D model is obtained form a single 2D sketch, it can
be manipulated and the design can be completed
and detailed from a more convenient point of view.
The major assumption underlying the present research is that it is possible to use a duality concept
for the analysis of polyhedral scene and compute
different 2D points of view of an object from a single
2D incomplete view without any 3D reconstruction.
In the following sections the duality concept and the
architecture of the system we are developing are
described.

orthogonality is replaced with parallelism and the
dual graph is constructed like a figure of Cremona
(1872) used in structural analysis (figure 1).
Our hypothesis is that it is possible to use such
a dual graph for correcting the sketch and for producing a new projection of the polyhedron that the
sketch represents. Furthermore, although the duality proposed by Sugihara only runs for axonometric
projection, it is possible to build a similar mechanism
for perspective projections.
Before starting the development of a prototype
we verified the mechanism with a dynamic geometry software package.

Duality

Using duality for correcting sketch

D. Huffman (1977) and later K. Sugihara (1987) proposed a duality graph where faces of a polyhedron
are associated with nodes and edges associated
with arcs. These arcs join nodes that correspond to
faces sharing an edge. The direction of these arcs is
orthogonal to the direction of the projection of the
corresponding edges. The node associated with a
face is defined by the intersection of the projection
plane with a parallel ray of the normal to the face that
begins at a fixed point named the center of the duality. The distance between the center of the duality
and the projection plane is the focal distance. With a
simple rotation by 90 degrees of the dual figure, the
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The planarity of faces, in an axonometric projection
of a polyhedral scene, requires the uniqueness of
the dual node. So the dual graph can be used to correct the sketch. In constructing step by step the dual
graph an inconsistency may be discovered if a same
node is in several different positions. It is possible to
correct the dual graph by minimizing the errors until
the nodes meet (figure 2).

Using duality for producing a new projection
Another application of the duality is the possibility
to set up an homology which transform the graph
dual in another one corresponding to another point
of view. As explained before, the points of the dual
graph are positioned at the intersection of the projection plane with a pencil of normal rays to the faces
that begin at the center of duality.
Let P the projection plane for the current dual
graph. Let P’ a new projection plane that intersects
with P in a line named ∆. The intersections of the
pencil of normal rays with P’ determine the points of
a new dual graph. The pencil of ray is intrinsic to the
scene so the two dual graphs are in perspective. The
center of the homology is the projection of the center of duality on the line ∆. This point defines a kind
of track-ball; displacing this point defines P’ and permits to compute the corresponding new dual graph
The new dual graph defines the new directions of
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Figure 1
A polyhedron and the corresponding dual-graph
construction.

Figure 2
A correction of a polyhedron:
on the left, two nodes in the
dual graph do not meet and
the error is 0.88. On the right,
the point P is displaced so
that the error is corrected.

edges and the corresponding lines in the plane of
drawing set the positions of vertices (figure 3). So it
is possible to construct a new projection of a polyhedron from a single projection. This apparently impossible outcome results from the fact that we have
enough planarity constraints.
It is possible to extend the precedent construc-

construction of duality. In the two situations (axonometric and perspective) changing the direction of
view allows to compute the nodes of the dual graph
or the new vanishing points by an homology.
These experiments prove that, from a single projection of an incomplete polyhedral scene, a system
could build another projection of the same scene.

tion to perspective projections but without using
the duality. If we consider the figure of vanishing
points which is the trace, on the projection plane, of
the pencil of rays which are parallel to the edges of
the polyhedron and which begin at the eye, we observe that this construction is formally similar to the

Architecture of the system

Figure 3
Two new projections constructed from two new dual
graphs. The red point is the
track-ball.

The next figure presents the different steps used by
the system that we are developing for interpreting
the sketch and building new projections.
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Figure 4
An application to perspective
projection

Getting
strokes

Building
a projection
map

Building
a dual
graph

Getting strokes
The first step consists in getting the projection of
edges from the sketch. The strokes are analyzed online from graphical and gestures properties. When
the system receives the pen-down message, it records properties (2D points, times, pressures, directions etc.) in sequences. But these properties are not
enough for understanding sketch. We also have to
look at the context in which the stroke is drawn. During the displacement of the pen, the system records
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Correcting
the
projection

Compute
new
projections

for each point the relationships with other strokes
already present in the sketch. If the new stroke goes
across, over, along or close enough to graphical
entities, these entities and the corresponding snap
modes are recorded in a sequence. The system uses
stochastic models (a Hidden Markov Model) for analyzing the sequences of properties and relations and
recognizing the projections of edges and incident
points. The use of Hidden Markov Models for freehand sketch interpretation is described in (Guéna
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Figure 5
The steps for sketch interpretation and the production of
new projections

Correcting the sketch

and Untersteller, 2007).

Building projection map and the polyhedron
topology
The system tries to ������������������������������������
identify����������������������������
the projections of the faces of the polyhedron (figure 6). The system searches
the sequences of strokes (closed or not) which represent faces and joins points, lines and regions in a
topological graph (Guéna and Untersteller 2006).

As the sketch is by nature imprecise the resulting
dual graph is necessarily inconsistent. It is possible to
displace the nodes in order to minimize errors with
least square method but it is also possible to ask the
user to correct his drawing. For communicating to
the user a measure of errors the system puts a circle
in the middle of each projection of faces. The radius
of the circle corresponds to the distance between to

Figure 6
On the left, a sketch inspired
by the CCTV Building of
Koolhass, on the right, a
fragmented view of regions
representing the faces.

Building the dual graph
From the topological graph the system builds the
dual graph where points are associated to faces and
arcs associated to edges.

same node in the dual graph (the radius measures
the error). The user can displace point until the circles are as little as possible (figure 7).

Figure 7
Interface for correcting the
sketch
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Figure 8
Two new projections

Building a new projection
When the dual graph is correct the system proposes
a trackball to the user. Using the trackball produces
the new point of view by computing new directions
for edges. So that, the user can completes the scene
(figure 8). The user can also choose a point of view in
such a way a face is viewed in front. In this case the
user can read and adjust metric properties for this
face: rapports of distances, angles etc

Conclusion
We have described an approach, using duality, for interpreting a single axonometric projection of a polyhedron, verify the planarity constraints and compute
different axonometric projections of the same polyhedron. We have also described that it is possible to
define a similar method for perspective projections.
We used dynamic geometry package software to
verify mechanism. We have presented the architecture of a system we are developing. The aim of this
development is to offer architects a tool for sketching first ideas of design. From a single projection of
an incomplete polyhedral scene the system builds
different axonometric or perspective projections of
the same scene so that the designer completes the
scene. Everything is computed in a 2D world. But as
the system can build several projections of a same
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polyhedral scene it could reconstruct the 3D scene
if necessary and communicate it to any 3D modeller
for performing a further stage of the design process.
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